native
conference tables & media walls

Opposite
Lectern Storage
Movable Base
Credenza Utility Drawer
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raw, authentic, natural
Native tables, lecterns, credenzas, and media walls take a minimalist approach to design that
evokes the lines and textures of the world around us. Plus, technology is cleverly integrated
into each piece, keeping distractions out of sight.
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native

Integrated Power/Data
Wall-Mounted Credenza
X Base Wire Manager

made for each other
Native is full of touches that seamlessly fit together. Like modern
design and industrial finishes. Clean lines and integrated technology.
And pieces that work together, from the table to the storage.
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native

it’s all in the presentation
Media walls set the stage for impromptu idea-sharing sessions and smaller gatherings. The sides can feature a choice
of shelving or marker, tack, or corkboard. And at the table, technology never gets in the way of the clean, simple aesthetic.
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every meeting finds its match
Opposite
Concealed Adjustable Mechanism
Adjustable Height Table Lowered
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Native tables are made to adapt to their space and style, not the other way around.
Adjustable Height tables make it easy to sit or stand for meetings — whatever feels right in
the moment. And smartly placed charging ports make it easy to keep productivity going.
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native

Integrated Power
Concealed Recycling
Loop Base Wire Manager

design what works
Whether creating a space for solo work or an adaptable
meeting space — or both — Native stays just as clean and
focused. Credenzas can be joined with tables or stand alone,
and integrate key functions like technology, storage, and
even recycling bins.
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Opposite
Nesting Mobile Boards
Open Shelves
Waste Credenza
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extra touches that all serve a purpose
Every Native piece is designed to add something important to a space. From sleek
shelving to mobile markerboards, Native works hard to make a space feel easy.
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native
additional details
Concealed power units and wire management trays keep cords tidy. Table storage compartments hide accessories and tools.
Coat hooks on media suites are discreetly located to tuck away personal items.

Metal Pulls, legs, and table bases are available in Matte Black, Bright White, Raw Steel, Arctic Silver, Soft Nickel, Pewter, and Chrome finishes.
Edges Table edges are offered in an eased or reverse bevel profile. Media Wall Panels Options include markerboard, tackboard or corkboard.
Finishes Casegoods are available in laminate or veneer finishes. Table tops are available in laminate, veneer, solid wood, glass, or solid surface.
Tables are also available as subtop-only, for customers who want to provide their own surface material.
Veneers incorporate our proprietary low-emission finish: DuraTex. Contact JSI Customer Service for special finshes and custom finish matching.
Learn how Native can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.

tables

credenzas

media suites

it all comes together, naturally
A family of pieces that speak the same language means endless possibilities and configurations.
Use Native’s inherent style to build a decidedly consistent, clean presence.
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www.jsifurniture.com
Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain configuration and texture.
These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light finishes.
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native

view top, panel base conference table
with media wall, lectern and credenza
overall dimensions
222”W 174”D 74”H

rectangular top, loop base conference table
with hospitality cart and credenza
overall dimensions
158”W 138”D 40”H

round top, X-base conference table
with wall mount credenza and mobile board
overall dimensions
108”W 108”D 75”H

adjustable height conference table
with hospitality cart and media wall
overall dimensions
150”W 138”D 84”H

runoff loop base table mounted to
power credenza, with open shelving
overall dimensions
96”W 132”D 72”H

standing height media suite
with runoff panel base table
overall dimensions
84”W 84”D 84”H

Native designed by Q Design.
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